A MULTIFUNCTIONAL FILM FOR MULTI-METAL PROTECTION

Whomever said “You can’t fight Mother Nature” never met Armor Protective Packaging® and it’s “rust-busting” line of poly VCI film. While ol’ Mother Nature generates many of the conditions that contribute to the formation of rust – heat, moisture, humidity – ARMOR POLY® VCI film is designed to protect ferrous and non-ferrous metal from her wrath.

ARMOR POLY is produced with high-tech resins that release ARMOR’s proprietary VCI Nanotechnology™ (a.k.a., our “secret recipe” for vapor corrosion inhibitor) to protect metal. When a metal part is enclosed in ARMOR POLY, our VCI activates to form a superhero-like force field of protection only 2-3 molecules thick to repel rust and all of its metal-damaging powers. Available in bags, sheets and rolls, ARMOR POLY is clean, safe, easy-to-use protection against the evils of rust and corrosion.

ARMOR POLY BENEFITS

- EASY-TO-USE: rust prevention & containment/barrier
- CONTINUOUS PROTECTION: up to 3 years rust-free protection
- SAFE: rust prevention free of oils, solvents and other harsh chemicals
- SEVERAL OPTIONS: rolls, sheeting, bags, tubing, shrink film (1-12 mils thick)
- SUSTAINABILITY: recyclable & in some cases reusable
- INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY: available in high strength, long-term storage
- STOCK & READY: largest selection of stock products in the industry
- SEEING IS BELIEVING: Bright Idea Technology™ provides visible proof of VCI
USE ARMOR POLY® TO PREVAIL OVER RUST AND CORROSION

Protecting your metal parts from rust and corrosion while they are in process, in transport or in storage is serious business and it’s ARMOR’s business. We call ourselves Eradicators of Rust and with our clean, safe and easy product line we’re working to eradicate messy grease and oil rust prevention methods too.

WE LIKE TO SAY THAT ARMOR POLY OFFERS THE ONE-TWO-AND-THREE PUNCH TO RUST!

1. ARMOR POLY is the everyday “work horse” providing a physical barrier to prevent moisture and to keep metal parts clean and dry.

2. ARMOR’s proprietary VCI Nanotechnology™ is released and forms a blanket of protection on surface of metal.

3. Our film glows under black light to provide visible proof of VCI thanks to ARMOR’s patented Bright Idea Technology™

ARMOR EXPERTISE

For over 40 years, Armor Protective Packaging® has offered a full line of rust prevention and rust removal products that are clean, safe, easy to use and extremely effective.